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CA Technologies Recognized for Addressing Cloud, Container and DevOps Challenges
CA Unified Infrastructure Management Awarded for Providing Single Pane of Glass Monitoring for Today's Hybrid Cloud
Environments
NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- CA Technologies (NASDAQ:CA) has been recognized by Enterprise Management
Associates (EMA) as part of their Ten Priorities for Hybrid Cloud, Containers and DevOps in 2017 report. CA Unified
Infrastructure Management (CA UIM) was identified as one of the top three products for Single Pane of Glass Monitoring.
According to the report, "EMA top three vendors address hybrid, cloud, container, and DevOps challenges in an innovative
and convincing manner."
"EMA research shows that the rapidly increasing use of public cloud technologies has led to cost overruns due to
fragmented management of the individual resources," said Torsten Volk, managing research director - Hybrid Cloud, SDDC
& Machine Learning, EMA. "CA Unified Infrastructure Management provides visibility into everything including cloud,
containers and traditional IT environments. This unified approach, reinforced by CA's new log analytics component, helps
bringing back centralized governance and control to today's more and more fragmented hybrid cloud environments."
Key advantages of CA UIM include its comprehensive coverage for today's modern, cloud based infrastructure through a
single architecture, and its ability to enable IT professionals to proactively identify issues through the use of analytics. By
providing end to end visibility and contextual intelligence across complex, hybrid infrastructures, CA UIM facilitates rapid
issue identification and resolution before user experience is impacted.
"Today's cloud and dynamic based infrastructures provide the agility businesses need to deliver differentiated customer
experiences, but they also result in increasingly complex IT infrastructures," said, Ali Siddiqui, general manager, Agile
Operations, CA Technologies. "CA UIM provides an analytics driven, unified approach that eliminates the need to access
and manage the multiple monitoring tools that are brought in as new infrastructure technology is acquired to help IT
operations optimize the performance and maximize the value of their current resources and quickly adapt to tomorrow's
emerging technology trends."
As part of CA's comprehensive portfolio that fuels digital transformation for the modern software factory, CA UIM easily
integrates with other IT operations tools.
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CA Unified Infrastructure Management for cloud monitoring



Free Trial of Digital Experience Insights

About CA Technologies
CA Technologies (NASDAQ:CA) creates software that fuels transformation for companies and enables them to seize the
opportunities of the application economy. Software is at the heart of every business in every industry. From planning, to
development, to management and security, CA is working with companies worldwide to change the way we live, transact,
and communicate - across mobile, private and public cloud, distributed and mainframe environments. Learn more
at www.ca.com.
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